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Defining Riding Western
Western, also referred to as stock seat, is most commonly 
associated with cowboys and trail riding, though it actually 
encompasses an amazingly diverse array of mounted 
activities, all performed under western tack.  The definition of 
western pleasure varies depending on the specific area of 
interest. 

If you consider the broadest 
definition, you must include any 
riding done in a western saddle and 
not associated with a specific 
working activity (cattle ranching, 
rodeo, etc.). This would include trail 
riding, pleasure riding, showing in 
pleasure classes, etc. 



Defining Riding Western
• Although any horse 

can be ridden in a 
western saddle, the 
breeds most frequently 
associated with this 
style of riding are those 
referred to as the 
“stock horse types.” 
These breeds include 
the Quarter Horse, 
Appaloosa, and 
Paint/Pinto, among 
others. 



Riding Western Pleasure
Western pleasure competition exhibits the 

manners and suitability of the horse for 
appropriate gait cadence and speed, along 

with a suitable disposition. Horse 
conformation and temperament play a vital 

role in this event. Animals that are calm, 
quiet, have collected, soft gaits and the 

strong muscling required to sustain slow, 
controlled movement will be the most 

competitive.



Showing Western Pleasure
The riders compete as a group 

at the same time, traveling 
around the outer edge of the 
arena. All contestants, at the 

command of the event's judge, 
are asked to have their horse, 

walk, jog, and lope both 
directions in an arena, as well 

as to stand quietly and back up 
readily. Some events may ask 
for extended gaits; a judge will 

ask riders to “move with 
forward motion.”



Showing Western Pleasure
• Winning horses are decided on their quality of 

movement, proper behavior, form in motion, and 
calm manner. As stated in the show rules of the 
American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA), 
"maximum credit should be given to the flowing, 
balanced and willing horse which gives the 
appearance of being fit and a pleasure to ride." 
Faults are assessed on infractions such as 
excessive speed or slowness, breaking gait, or 
incorrect head position.



Western Pleasure Gaits

Walk
A natural, flat-footed, lateral 
four beat, ground-covering gait. 
The walk should be energetic 
and alert. The stride should be 
of adequate length and is 
influenced by conformation and 
size of the horse. Movement at 
the walk should be free-flowing, 
straight, and true.



Western Pleasure Gaits
Jog
A two-beat diagonal gait with the 
horse working from one pair of 
diagonals to the other.  The jog 
should be a ground-covering gait 
that is smooth, balanced, and 
straight. Knee action should not be 
high or over-flexed. Horses walking 
behind and jogging in front are not 
performing the true gait. When 
extended the jog should be free 
and easy.



Western Pleasure Gaits
Lope
A free moving, natural three-beat 
gait that should appear smooth and 
relaxed. When going to the left, the 
horse should be on the left lead; 
when going to the right it should be 
on the right lead. Horses moving in 
a four beat gait are not considered 
to be traveling in a correct lope. 
Speed should be at a natural rate 
for the lope.



Controversies“Headset” trends

Starting in the 1970’s or so, the 
sport of western pleasure was 
criticized on account of an 
extremely low head position many 
judges were favoring in the stock 
horse breeds, known as the 
"peanut roller." In this head set, 
horses would carry their heads 
with the poll far below the level of 
their withers. This was a problem 
because it also forced the horse to 
travel at an extremely slow pace 
on the "forehand" (carrying too 
much weight on their front legs 
instead of rocking it correctly back 
onto their hind legs). 

Horse exhibiting a “peanut 
roller” headset—too low

Horse exhibiting a proper, level head set



Controversies
• Over long periods of time, moving in this highly artificial 

frame could cause soundness problems in some horses, 
and even a sound horse could not properly bring its 
hindquarters under its body when traveling forward. The 
industry has since been praised on its actions to change 
the "peanut roller" fad. In the USEF, this constituted 
implementing specific rules, including a strict requirement 
that a horse must have its poll no lower than the height of 
its withers, or, in the case of the AQHA, a rule stating that 
the ideal gait shall be performed with a "level topline." 
Additional rules make an extreme headset impossible by 
asking exhibitors to extend their horse's jog during a 
class. In the case of the AQHA, which took particularly 
strong action to reverse the trend, videos were sent out to 
all licensed judges to demonstrate what was and was not 
correct, and the materials also made available to the 
general public.



For More Information
• www.aqha.com

• www.appaloosa.com

• www.apha.com

• www.equiworld.net/uk/sports/western/westernp
leasure/index.htm

• en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_pleasure

• www.pleasurehorse.com
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